
VOLVO XC40
ACCESSORIES

www.volvocars.co.uk/accessories

ROOF BOX SPORT TIME 2003. Giving an extra 400 litres of
storage space, this is a must have accessory for the summer.
Opening on both sides, this provides flexible loading with
an aerodynamic design.

£ 350

ROOF MOUNTED BIKE RACK. Made of aluminium, this
elegant design is also very practical as it ensures that bike
loading is simple with a self-adjusting quick release clasp
and holder.

£ 100

FOLDABLE TOWBAR. This electrically folding towbar is easy
to manouvre into position and is uniquely designed for the
car. Each Volvo towbar has been tested to ensure that they
meet the most stringent safety demands.

£ 1,175

REVERSIBLE / FOLDABLE CARGO MAT. A high quality,
reversible protective mat. The mat is practical and
waterproof with tufted textile on one side and plastic on the
other.

£ 125

PLASTIC COMPARTMENT MATS. Made of sturdy natural
rubber, these mats offer full coverage and give effective
protection against the car's interior from wet and dirt (4 floor
mats and a tunnel mat).

£ 75

PLASTIC CARGO MAT. An attractive plastic protective mat
that is adapted to fit the load compartment. The mat has
raised edges that effectively prevent dirt and water from
leaking out into the load compartment.

£ 175

LOAD CARRIER. Specifically for transporting loads on the
roof and is designed to work with any of the additional
Volvo carrier accessories.

£ 230

PROTECTIVE STEEL GRILLE. A practical protective grille that
prevents loads or pets being thrown forward into the
passenger compartment.

£ 260

GLASSES HOLDER. A practical and functional glasses
holder for the best posible storage of your glasses. The
glasses holder is simply mounted at the entry handle in the
front seat. An oil-dampened spring makes it possible to
operate the holder with one hand.

£ 50

All accesories include labour where applicable and VAT. Please note: Some of the information in this leaflet may be incorrect due to changes in product specifications that may have occurred since printing. Before ordering, please ask
your Volvo Retailer for the latest information. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes at any time and without notice, to prices, colours, materials, specifications and models. November 2021.


